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Abstract: Since its inception as one of the Bitcoin’s underpinning technologies, the concept of Blockchain has traversed a long way from
being merely a secure distributed ledger meant only for storing cryptocurrencies-based financial transactions to implementing innovative
and revolutionary distributed systems for multifarious purposes. One of the contemporary and out-of-the-box Blockchain-based projects,
namely Hyperledger, promises to make preeminent use of this technology by promoting cross-industry collaboration in developing
Blockchain-based solutions, thus, opening a new chapter in distributed computing. However, attributing to its underlying design,
leveraging Hyperledger-Fabric (HF) features still lacks an analysis from the perspective of security risks and efficiency concerns
pertaining to real-time distributed computing-based systems and applications. In this regard, we investigate the HF architecture, along
with various research endeavours undergone by researchers in recent years to combat its security and performance-related challenges.
In light of the identified limitations and bottlenecks, we present our conceptual proposal and feasible insights for improving the efficacy
of HF-based systems while not compromising their security.
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1. Introduction
The advent of the Bitcoin project laid the foundation

of Blockchain technology that utilizes cryptography and
consensus to provide a distributed and tamper-free ledger
for storing financial transactions in a decentralized manner,
which is a significant milestone in the arena of distributed
storage and database technology [1]. Nevertheless, the ma-
jor limitations associated with Bitcoin included its restricted
applicability intended only for the direct transfer of Bitcoin
units from one account to another, and its lack of func-
tionality that could provide services like the creation and
trading of assets, e.g., Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), thus
preventing the usage of Blockchain technology to its full
potential [2], [3].

To overcome the limitations associated with Bitcoin and
other similar systems and harness the features of Blockchain
technology to their best, the idea of Ethereum was put
forward in 2013 and officially released in 2015 [4]. The
proposed system was meant for providing services like
allowing users to deploy distributed applications over it as
smart contracts. Besides transferring Ether cryptocurrency
units between accounts, these distributed applications can
flexibly and transparently offer a wide range of services,
like trading securities and NFTs. However, despite their
advantages over Bitcoin-based systems, Ethereum-based
Blockchain systems have two major limitations in their

architecture and execution mechanism. In Ethereum-based
systems, each smart contract needs to run over all the
participant nodes of the concerned Blockchain network,
thereby decreasing the transaction throughput [5]. Besides,
Blockchain utilized in these systems is permission-less.
However, for many enterprises that intend to use Blockchain
for specific distributed applications and performance re-
quirements, the permission-less nature of Blockchain is not
effective [6], [7]. And in many distributed applications,
particularly those meant for financial dealings, knowing
the real identity of the participants is crucial for anti-
money laundering initiatives. However, in the case of public
Blockchain-based systems, revealing the actual identities
may not always be safe for privacy preservation.

Some popular projects like Tendermint Chain [8]
and Quorum [9] were launched to provide permissioned
Blockchain-based systems. However, they inherited one ma-
jor limitation from previous Blockchain technologies; they
also follow the “order-execute-validate” principle, accord-
ing to which every instruction in the winner block decided
after executing the consensus function needs to execute over
all the permissioned nodes, thus creating a performance bot-
tleneck. Hence, to provide a broader pathway for promoting
communication and collaboration among various heteroge-
neous Blockchain systems, the project “Hyperledger” was
initiated by a group of companies under the umbrella of the
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Linux foundation in 2015. A Blockchain framework termed
“Fabric” came into existence under the realm of this project
as one of its key constituent technologies [10]. The key idea
behind the inception of this project was to promote cross-
industry collaboration for the development of Blockchain-
based distributed ledger technologies and systems, with the
main emphasis on the improvement of the efficiency and
reliability of these systems for enabling them to support
business transactions among major financial, technological,
and supply-chain organizations across the globe.

Although a plethora of research proposals have come
into the picture in recent years that promise to bring signif-
icant enhancements in the overall throughput and reduce the
latency of Hyperledger Fabric (HF)-based systems to har-
ness the real potential of Blockchain technology. Still, the
performance of these systems lags behind the conventional
transaction processing systems. Researchers have proposed
to increase the throughput of HF-based systems in terms
of Transactions per Second (TPS) (typically 3000-20,000
TPS) by bringing component-level and execution-related
changes in Fabric [11], still its throughput is not comparable
with the maximum throughput of conventional systems like
VISA, which are reported to have shown peak throughput
of 56,000 TPS [12]. Hence, the primary motivation behind
this paper is to analyze previous research endeavours and
propose mechanisms at the conceptual level that may bring
further improvements in the efficiency of HF-based systems
while not compromising their architectural security.

In-lined with the above-discussed aspects, the main
contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We briefly analyze the architecture, including the key
components and execution phases involving the inter-
action among these components of HF-based systems.
• We bring forward and analyze different security vul-

nerabilities associated with HF-based systems and shed
light on various research endeavours in recent years to
address the issues due to these vulnerabilities.
• We analyze various research proposals put forward

in recent years to improve HF-based systems’ perfor-
mance.
• Finally, we propose our theoretical mechanisms that

may reduce the response time of HF-based systems
and improve their efficiency while not compromising
their security parameters.

In the forthcoming sections of this paper, we discuss the
following aspects: Section 2 briefly summarizes the overall
architecture of the HF framework, including its key com-
ponents and phases involved in the applications’ execution.
Section 3 presents a taxonomy of different security issues
affecting HF-based applications. Subsequently, Section 4
highlights various research proposals in recent years to
address security issues and performance improvement in
HF-based systems. Based on their shortcomings, Section
5 presents our proposal as a first step towards improving

the throughput and efficiency of HF-based systems. Finally,
Section 6 concludes this paper with perspective research
directions.

2. Hyperledger Fabric framework: A technical back-
ground

Fabric is primarily a permissioned Blockchain-based
distributed computing system, which is both modular and
extensible in its design philosophy [13]. The modular aspect
of Fabric allows it to decouple the consensus segment
from the transaction execution and validation segment, thus
authorizing it to select consensus protocol according to the
application’s requirement. It is the first Blockchain-based
system that supports programming in general-purpose pro-
gramming languages, like C++, Java, and JavaScript. In the
following sub-sections, we briefly discuss the components
and execution phases as two major aspects of HF-based
systems.

A. System components
The constituents of a typical HF-based distributed com-

puting system are as follows, with their roles briefly sum-
marized in Table I:

• Ordering Service Nodes (OSNs): OSN nodes receive
the endorsed transaction(s), along with their read/write
sets from the client(s) of a particular channel that are
fed to the atomic broadcast service (generally provided
by Apache Kafka). Further, these nodes arrange the
transactions received from the atomic broadcast into
blocks. Block generation occurs when some prerequi-
site conditions become true, e.g., when the block has
achieved a pre-determined limit of a maximum number
of transactions or maximal limit on size (in bytes). The
ordering service derived from Apache Kafka is one of
the three consensus services currently available.
• Membership Service Provider (MSP): MSP is an ab-

straction that may have different instantiations accord-
ing to different requirement specifications. The default
MSP instantiation in Fabric-based systems provides
standard Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI) functionali-
ties for carrying out authentication tasks using digital
signatures and generally accommodates commercial
Certification Authorities (CAs). In Fabric-based sys-
tems, Blockchain networks can be established using
two modes: offline and online. In offline mode, a CA is
responsible for generating certificates and distributing
them to the nodes. Peers and orderers are registered
during the offline mode, while clients are enrolled
during an online mode by using CA-issued credentials.
• Ledger: Typically, Blockchain ledgers are imple-

mented using a Merkel tree data structure that helps
in efficiently storing and searching Blockchain ledger
data. In a Fabric-based Blockchain network, it has the
following sub-components: 1) a block store and 2) a
Peer Transaction Manager (PTM). Ledger block store
is implemented using append-only files and retains
block containing transactions. It also keeps indices for
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TABLE I. Role of different architectural components in Hyperledger Fabric.

Component Role

Ordering Service
Nodes (OSNs)

• Channel re-configuration, when members of the channel broadcast a configuration update transaction.
• Access control services provisioning, where they act as trusted entities and may impose restrictions on
broadcasting of blocks or transaction endorsements to specific peer(s) according to the requirement.

Membership Service
Provider (MSP)

• Authorize the process of identity federation, e.g., when multiple corporations use a Blockchain network.
• The membership service system has a dedicated component installed at each node, where it performs:
1) authentication of transactions, 2) verification of the integrity of transactions, 3) signing and validating
transaction endorsements, and 4) authentication of other Blockchain-related operations.

Ledger • Maintaining the ledger and its state on a persistent storage.
• Simulation, validation, and ledger-update phase.

Peers

• Recording transaction outcome on a particular local state of the Blockchain ledger.
• Sending the outcome, along with the corresponding input/output set back to the client.
• Non-endorsing peers participate in validation of transaction blocks transferred to them by ordering
sub-system.

Chaincode • Simulating a particular transaction’s proposal, where chaincodes are termed as application chaincodes.
• Managing overall system’s parameters, where chaincodes are termed as system chaincodes.

enabling random access blocks or to some specific
transactions stored in a block. PTM is responsible for
storing the current system state in a versioned key-
value database. It maintains one tuple of the type (key
k, value v, version ve) for each unique key entry k
maintained by any chaincode, having its latest stored
value v with the latest version ve.
• Peers: Peers are the autonomous computing systems

in the Fabric Blockchain network.
• Chaincode: Chaincode, also termed a smart contract,

is the programming code that can be implemented in
any general-purpose programming language, like C++,
Java, NodeJs, etc.

A snippet diagram of the flow of messages among var-
ious components of a typical HF-based Blockchain system
is shown in Figure 1 [13].

B. Phases
Any Fabric-based Blockchain network executes appli-

cations (also termed as chaincode in Fabric’s terminology)
over it, in the following three phases:

• Execution phase: In this phase, a client creates a
transaction proposal, signs it, and then multi-casts it to
a subset of peers (shortlisted according to some specific
endorsement policy; sometimes termed as endorsers) in
the Blockchain network. After receiving the proposal,
each peer simulates it on its local Blockchain state
by executing the operation embedded in the proposal
payload on the transaction chaincode in a controlled
environment or container (generally Docker). Then,
each peer in the endorsement list stores the values
generated and read as input during simulation in write-
and read-set, respectively. Every peer in the shortlisted
subset creates a message called an endorsement (that
encodes read-set, write-set, endorser’s ID, transaction’s
ID), signs this message, and sends it back to the client
from which the corresponding transaction proposal
was received. The client keeps receiving the peers’
responses until it does not receive endorsements that

satisfy the policies in the chaincode. Once sufficient
endorsements are received, it assembles a message that
contains the transaction’s chaincode, meta-data, and
a set of endorsements and sends the message to the
ordering nodes.
• Ordering phase: In this phase, the transactions re-

ceived by various clients belonging to the same
Blockchain channel are totally ordered by the OSNs.
OSNs achieve this by atomically broadcasting the
endorsements received by the clients by using a con-
sensus algorithm on the sequence of transactions. At a
high-level interface, different services are provided by
an ordering service. It is essential to understand that
OSNs do not have any state of the Blockchain and do
not participate in the execution and validation of the
transaction. Because of this design philosophy, consen-
sus functionality is modular in Fabric and can be easily
updated or changed according to the requirements.
• Validation phase: It comprises the following three

steps: 1) In the first step, all the transactions within the
concerned block are evaluated in parallel concerning
the endorsement policies. This is carried out by Valida-
tion System Chaincode (VSCC), part of the Blockchain
configuration library; 2) In the second step, read-write
conflicts of the transactions are analyzed; and 3) The
ledger update phase executes in the end in which the
block is appended into the local state of the Blockchain
ledger. The state of the Blockchain is updated, and
validity check results in the first two steps are also
retained.

3. Taxonomy of security vulnerabilities in Hyperledger
Fabric-based systems
HF being a distributed ledger platform employing au-

tonomous computing agents (e.g., clients, peers, endorsers,
MSP), communication network and programming code
running over these components as chaincode, introduce
their own set of security-related challenges. On this basis,
security vulnerabilities pertaining to HF-based Blockchain
systems can be broadly classified into Fabric chaincode-
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Figure 1. A general message-flow diagram of Hyperledger Fabric explaining the necessary messages and time spans.

related vulnerabilities, and HF Blockchain communication
network and nodes-related vulnerabilities, as detailed in the
forthcoming sub-sections.

A. Fabric chaincode-related vulnerabilities
Since Fabric chaincodes are written in general-purpose

programming languages (refer to Section 2-A), all the
anomalies that may affect routine programs due to the
loopholes inherent in programming languages or practices
may also influence Fabric chaincodes. Some of these major
security vulnerabilities are mentioned as follows:

• Vulnerability because of non-determinism in pro-
gramming or source code of fabric chaincode: For
transaction outcomes or endorsements submitted by the
endorsing peers to be accepted by the client, the main
requirements are that these should be in accordance
with the pre-determined endorsement policies and the
endorsements submitted by different peers should be
the same [14]. To this end, there should be no non-
deterministic instruction in the proposed transaction
chaincode. Otherwise, different peers will generate
disparate outcomes despite identical local Blockchain
states, affecting the overall execution phase. Some
possible causes of non-determinism are: 1) random key
generation and 2) usage of system timestamp or global
variables not stored in the Blockchain ledger.
• Vulnerability because of log injection: Logs are

databases intended for storing information that can
be used for the process of debugging, data collection,
and performance optimization. A significant volume of
work and important decisions are taken in the context
of various applications based on data stored in these

logs. Because of the important role a log plays, it is a
choice of following security attacks and exploitation by
the attackers: 1) fabrication of log messages, 2) corrup-
tion of log data, thus averting its normal processing, 3)
creation of emulators and dedicated applications that
provide the attacker with a chance to have a glimpse
on the processed logs, which may lead to the previous
two attacks [15].
• Vulnerability because of concurrent execution: If

multiple transactions are executing concurrently under
high load, then an accidental change in a particular key
version may cause key collisions [16]. Subsequently,
this may lead to double-spending attacks. For example,
on successful completion of the endorsing phase by
a transaction, an accidental modification in its key
version before reaching the validation phase may not
only lead to a program error but also permit the
inclusion of other transactions in the ledger, possibly
causing double-spending.
• Vulnerability because of chaincode sandboxing: Al-

though the chaincode of the proposed transaction sent
by the client executes in a controlled environment or
container (e.g., Docker) at every peer in the shortlisted
subset, still it can be exploited by an outside attacker
for carrying out malicious activities. The use of a
controlled environment imposes some constraints on
the chaincode’s execution behavior, albeit chaincode
is capable of conducting the following activities: 1)
installation of arbitrary software that acquires the
container environment; e.g., security applications like
Nmap, 2) performing port scan activities on public
or private networks, which are visible to the nodes,
3) exploiting discovered vulnerable hosts, 4) receiving
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commands and transmitting back the results to a re-
mote malicious server, and 5) continuing self-execution
for an indefinitely long period. Remote Access Trojan
(RAT)-based malware can be created using these ca-
pabilities, thus leading to the generation of a foothold
in a corporate setting meant for scanning and attacking
other systems [15].

[NB: The vulnerabilities mentioned above are associated
with HF-based systems. Indeed, exposure of the underlying
consensus mechanisms may impact the usage of Blockchain
in these systems. However, more work is needed in this
direction.]

B. Hyperledger Fabric blockchain communication network
and nodes-related vulnerabilities
Since the autonomous computing nodes involved in

HF platform communicate with each other via messages
across the communication networks, there may be attempts
to exploit network-related loopholes and vulnerabilities to
carry out security breaches and unauthorized accesses on
these nodes. Some major vulnerabilities associated with this
aspect are as follows:

• Vulnerability because of compromised Membership
Service Providers: MSP is a crucial component of
an HF-based system since it is responsible for reg-
istering new members, maintaining the identities of
the members, and dealing with access rights of all
system nodes. Therefore, if the integrity of MSP is
compromised, all the administrative functionalities like
adding new identities into the Blockchain network and
removing some members from the network, as well as
granting and revoking access rights, will come under
the control of the attacker. Thus, an attacker can cause
damage to the system and may also carry out attacks,
such as double-spending attacks, invalid identification
attacks, etc. [17].
• Vulnerability because of endorsers whose identities

have been revealed: In HF-based systems, endorser
nodes are responsible for simulating transaction pro-
posals sent by the clients and validating them af-
ter receiving them from orderer nodes. Hence, when
the identities of endorsers are revealed, the follow-
ing attacks may be conducted [17]: 1) some specific
endorsers may be subjected to Denial of Service
(DoS) attacks either for causing the degradation of the
system’s performance or preventing the inclusion of
a particular transaction into the Blockchain, 2) each
endorser node has its independent and autonomous
course of action to determine the validity of transac-
tions. Therefore, if the identities of the endorsers are
revealed, it may cause conflicts among endorsing peers
and compromise their ability to act independently, and
3) a particular endorsing peer may leak confidential
information about other endorsing peers to an outside
adversary, which may lead to further attacks on en-
dorsers [18].

• Vulnerability because of underlying consensus pro-
tocols: Consensus process is one of the key con-
stituents of any Blockchain technology-based ecosys-
tem that assists applications in providing secure, re-
liable, and decentralized services. Because of their
significant role in these applications, there have been
many attempts to find loopholes in different consensus
protocols and various ways to exploit them for any
unauthorized and malicious task. Some of the ma-
jor security vulnerabilities associated with consensus
protocols include, but are not limited to single-point-
of-failure, system crash due to influence of malicious
ordering nodes, etc. [19].

4. Research endeavours for combating security and per-
formance issues withHyperledger Fabric-based systems
In the following sub-sections, we mention some im-

portant research endeavours carried out in recent years to
address the security- and performance-related challenges in
HF-based systems.

A. Combating security issues with Hyperledger Fabric-
based systems
A brief summary of research contributions addressing

security issues in HF-based systems is provided in Table II
and detailed as follows:

1) Dealing with fabric chaincode-related security issues
Fabric chaincodes are one of the core pillars of an HF-

based system. Since they encapsulate the computation part
for executing contracts and subsequent transactions, their
security is of paramount concern. The lack of transaction
privacy over Blockchain is a significant hurdle in the wide-
scale adoption of decentralized smart contracts. Stressing
this concern, the authors in [20] proposed a decentralized
smart contract-based system called “Hawk” to maintain
contractual security and on-chain privacy of users’ trans-
actions. Likewise, concerning the criticality of trustworthy
data feeds in developing decentralized Blockchain smart
contracts, the authors in [21] presented an authenticated
data feed system termed “Town Crier”. It is centered on
Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX) technology, in
combination with the smart contract’s front end. It supports
numerous security features, including confidentiality, the
transmission of private data requests, and controlled access
to online data resources.

A formal analysis and verification mechanism for HF
chaincodes is developed in [22] by extending “KeY” [23],
a software developed for proving the correctness of a Java
application, by adding Java Modeling Language (JML)
specifications of Fabric Application Programming Interface
(API) into KeY. The authors of the concerned work devel-
oped techniques to reason about serialization and persis-
tence of the objects stored over the ledger. For correctness
verification and fairness validation of a smart contract, the
authors in [24] proposed an automated framework termed
“Zeus”, utilizing abstraction interpretation and symbolic
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model checking. This framework takes high-level PL-based
smart contracts or chaincodes as input and generates cor-
rectness and fairness criteria in eXtensible Access Control
Markup Language (XACML)-styled templates.

2) Dealing with fabric blockchain network-related security
issues
Due to the visibility of transactions across the entire

Blockchain network, sensitive user information, in some
instances, is subjected to a lack of privacy. In this regard, the
authors in [25] presented a scalable and flexible architecture
for an HF-based MSP to make peer communications more
secure and reliable. The authors concluded that integrating
SGX in the MSP can secure it across all the phases (e.g.,
registration of the nodes, transaction’s signature verifica-
tion) of its working and deter an attacker from compro-
mising it. Regarding identity management of users, the
authors in [26] presented a method based on “Black Ridge”
technology for Cloud-based Blockchain applications. The
authors proposed that if network segmentation and traffic
separation are done based on user identities, multiple users
can share the identical Blockchain with reduced risk of
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks over the
system.

Two other security limitations with regards to HF in-
clude 1) DoS attacks that may be carried out on endorsers
whose actual identities are revealed, and 2) a particular
member of the Fabric network after coming under the influ-
ence of an external attacker because of a wormhole attack,
may disclose sensitive information of Blockchain network.
For dealing with the first problem, the authors in [27]
proposed two approaches. The first approach uses a random
verifiable function for randomly selecting endorsers. In their
second approach, the identity of the endorsers is kept anony-
mous using pseudo-identity, i.e., endorsers use pseudonyms
while endorsing transactions. For dealing with the second
problem, the authors again proposed two approaches. In
their first approach, a group signature algorithm anonymizes
a peer’s identity. Their second approach used bi-linear
pairing to achieve the receiver’s anonymity.

In [28], the authors addressed the issue of biased vot-
ing by endorsers in Fabric-based Blockchain networks by
proposing a “Fabric’s Constant-Sized Linkable Ring Sig-
nature (FCsLRS)” in which the actual identity of endorsers
participating in the endorsement process is kept hidden. The
proposed scheme works on a threshold endorsement policy
according to which at least k out of n (where 1 ≤ k ≤ n)
endorsers need to endorse a transaction without explicitly
revealing their identities, where k is the threshold, and n
represents the total number of members in the endorsers
set.

B. Research endeavours for combating performance issues
with Hyperledger Fabric-based systems
One of the major drawbacks associated with HF and

other similar Blockchain-based technologies is that their
transaction throughput is comparatively lower compared to

conventional Relational Database (RDBMS)-based transac-
tion processing systems. Some significant research endeav-
ours have been observed in recent years for understanding
the performance bottlenecks in HF-based systems, along
with various mechanisms for improving their efficiency, as
discussed in the following sub-sections. Table III summa-
rizes these research contributions.

1) Improving efficiency by re-designing validation, verifi-
cation, and committing phases
A thorough study is conducted by [29] for understanding

variations in transaction throughput and latency in the
HF platform by bringing changes in the following system
configuration parameters: 1) chosen endorsement policy, 2)
size of the block containing transactions, 3) channel-related
aspects and parameters, 4) resource allocation policies, and
5) type of state database. Smaller block size is always
recommended for achieving a lower transaction latency in
cases where the rate of arrival of transactions is expected to
be lower than a particular saturation threshold. For attaining
lower transaction latency and higher throughput, heteroge-
neous peers should be avoided, and at least one validation
Central Processing Unit (CPU) should be allocated per
channel.

A study was carried out in [30] on the performance
of the validation phase in HF, wherein it is observed that
the validation of transactions is significantly slower with
the CouchDB database than with the LevelDB database.
The authors proposed re-designing the validation phase so
that validation of transactions and reads from the state
database could be carried out in parallel and executing
ledger and state database writes in parallel. The authors
in [31] proposed to remove lock contentions before access-
ing the cache, thus improving MSP caching. As a result,
the throughput is reported to increase to 25,000 TPS. A
critical performance-related study has been conducted on
HF 1.2, and an observation is made that although some
earlier proposals [29], [30], [31] reported substantial im-
provements; however, their main emphasis was on caching-
based upgrades. After the critical observations from their
study [11], researchers have recommended re-architecting
the Fabric-based system by incorporating several optimiza-
tions derived using common system design principles. The
proposed changes have been reported to bring performance
gains in end-to-end transaction throughput by a multiple of
7 (approximately 3000-20,000 TPS) while simultaneously
reducing the block latency.

2) Improving efficiency by analyzing mechanisms for query
retrieval execution process on state database and
Blockchain ledger in Hyperledger Fabric
The authors in [32] observed the importance of various

versions of a particular key in a typical HF-based system
as a source of temporal data. They proposed that this data
analytics can generate valuable business insights for various
use cases (e.g., in supply chain management). In HF-based
systems, current state data is stored on a database, while
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TABLE II. A brief summary of some major research endeavours for addressing security issues in Hyperledger Fabric-based systems [✓/×: Aspect
is/not in the scope of the contribution].

Ref. Scope Empirical
verification Use case(s)

Key contribution Target security issue(s) Placement in HF-deployment Salient feature(s)

[20]
Decentralized smart contract system
“Hawk” for building privacy-preserving
smart contracts

Privacy exposure of transaction-related data
(e.g., transaction values, public keys) on
Blockchain

Between users and Blockchain • On-chain privacy
• Contractual security ✓

• Sealed second-price auction
• Crowdfunding
• Lottery game
• Swap financial instrument

[21] Authenticated data feed system “Town
Crier (TC)” Lack of trustworthy data feeds Between websites and smart

contracts
• Data feed authenticity
• Requests’ confidentiality ✓

• Financial derivative
• Flight insurance
• Steam marketplace

[22] Deductive formal verification approach
for HF smart contracts

Security exploits due to immutability and
exposure in public setting Developer and user-end • Serialization reasoning

• Object persistence × Rock-Paper-Scissors game

[24]
Automatic formal verification and
fairness validation framework “ZEUS”
for smart contracts

Immutability and bug patching difficulties
in smart contracts Developer-end • Correctness bugs handling

• Execution semantics encoding ✓ Simple Dice

[25]
Privacy preserving and trusted
membership service architecture in
distributed ledger

Visibility of transaction-related sensitive
information across network nodes Protocol-level

• QUOTE authenticity
• Selective attribute disclosure
• Auditing of auditor

× -

[26] User identity management method for
Cloud-based Blockchain applications

Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS)
attacks

Between Blockchain client and
Fabric/server-side application

• Network segmentation
• Traffic seperation ✓ -

[27] Anonymity mechanisms to randomize
and anonymize endorsers

Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks on
endorsers and wormhole attacks on the
network

Fabric and channel-level

• Endorser randomization using
Verifiable Random Function (VRF)
• Endorser anonymization using
pseudonyms

✓ -

[28] Anonymous endorsement system and
ring signature scheme

Conflicts in transaction endorsement due to
identity disclosure Fabric-level

• Threshold endorsement policy
for transaction approval
• Prevents multiple signatures by
same endorser

✓ -

historical data is distributively stored on a set of blocks
across the file system. Because of this approach, analytics
of history data becomes quite cumbersome and inefficient.
To deal with this, the authors proposed two mechanisms
for improving the query execution on history data. In the
first mechanism, they created separate temporal indexes
on history data. They stored these indexes in the history
database as key-value pairs for fast retrieval of the history
database. In the second mechanism, instead of creating
additional key-value pairs for index data, they proposed to
transform the (key, value) tuple by embedding indexing data
with different key-value pairs and store this transformed
tuple (index, key, value) on history database, thus improving
the query retrieval process.

Transactions with concurrency-related conflicts are
one of the major performance bottlenecks in HF-based
Blockchain systems because such transactions are detected
in the final stages of execution, which causes inefficient
transaction processing. To address this concern, the authors
in [33] proposed a novel approach termed “Locking Mecha-
nism and Ledger Storage (LMLS)”. This approach consists
of two parts: 1) in the first part, a locking mechanism is
used to discover conflicting transactions in the initial stages
of transaction flow. If a particular transaction proposal is
initiated, first, it is tried to find out whether its input key is
locked or not, thus determining the possible conflict with
some earlier transaction, and 2) in the second part, accord-
ing to the locking technique used in the first part, database
indexes of transactions generating conflicts are modified
and temporally stored, thus improving the efficiency of
transaction processing.

A benchmark termed “Hyperledger Fabric GoLevelDB
(HLF-GLDB)” for performance characterization of database
accesses in HF-based systems is put forward in [34]. It
is proposed that by using HLF-GLDB, database accesses-
related performance parameters can be easily investigated

without having the need for building up a complete HF
environment. Using their proposed framework, the au-
thors made the following significant observations: 1) data
compression process is a major source of a performance
bottleneck, specifically during the database access phase.
Performance gains by 54% are reported by disabling the
data compression process, 2) database size is a significant
factor affecting HF’s performance significantly. Degradation
in performance by 25% is declared when the database size
is increased by 4 times, and 3) accessing a single large value
is comparatively faster than multiple component values that
are split from the corresponding single large value.

3) Improving efficiency by re-designing block propagation
phase
In a Blockchain-based distributed system, block propa-

gation delay is one of the leading causes that significantly
affect the TPS throughput parameter, in turn affecting the
scalability. In this regard, some major research proposals
put forward in recent years to bring improvements in the
block propagation phase are discussed as follows.

The authors in [35] proposed a new broadcast over-
lay architecture called “Kadcast” for Blockchain networks.
Kadcast helps achieve a better broadcast operation by uti-
lizing tunable redundancy and overhead. It uses a structured
overlay topology for delegating broadcast responsibilities to
sub-trees with decreasing height. The authors have proposed
incorporating Forward Error Correction (FEC) in their pro-
posed approach, for achieving a highly reliable and resilient
delivery of service, even in scenarios of packet loss and
adversarial node failures.

In [36], two major limitations with the infect-and-die
push-based block propagation approach of HF are identi-
fied: 1) high communication overhead and 2) low probabil-
ity of transferring blocks to all peer nodes. To overcome
these limitations, the authors proposed the “infect-upon-
contagion push” approach for the architecture of HF-based
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systems. In this approach, every peer must disseminate
blocks to others as soon as they receive them in each round.
The main advantage of this approach over the infect-forever
model is that it promotes load balancing, as the entire
burden does not fall onto the peer initiating the rumor. In
this approach, a counter r (initialized to 0) is associated with
each block b. When a block b with counter r = i is received
by a peer node p for the first time, r is incremented by 1
for i to i + 1 by the peer, and then, block b is transferred
to a sample of other peer nodes chosen at random. This
dissemination process stops when the counter associated
with the block being disseminated becomes equal to a
pre-determined Time-to-Live (TTL) parameter value. The
notion of rounds is not required in this setting. The authors
also removed the tpush = 10ms timer associated with data
blocks, which is present in the original Fabric architecture,
to ensure unbiased randomness. They observed that as the
TTL parameter increases, most of the peer nodes are already
informed at the final stages of the dissemination phase, and
they keep forwarding the same blocks to each other.

The authors in [37] proposed a quick block dissem-
ination system for HF-based Blockchain systems based
upon Device-to-Device (D2D)-based 5G networks. The pro-
posed architecture utilizes locality-aware D2D networking
for achieving block dissemination at faster rates. Authors
have observed that in the conventional Gossip protocol,
there is a gradual increase in transactions with network
delay because of block propagation delay. However, authors
have claimed that there is significantly less variation in
transaction confirmation in their proposed system because
of the incorporation of a dynamically organizing overlay
structure that helps achieve fast block dissemination.

4) Improving efficiency by re-designing the consensus ap-
proaches
The initial version of HF was implemented without

using a Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT)-based consensus
service. To overcome this, the authors in [38] proposed a
consensus approach based on BFT-SMART state machine
replication/consensus library for HF. Using this technique,
throughput up to 10,000 TPS can be attained, and a
transaction can be irrevocably recorded in the Blockchain
in half a second despite consensus nodes being scattered
over different continents. The authors in [39] analyzed
that although asynchronous BFT protocols [40], [41], [42],
[43] are appropriate approaches for deploying Wide-Area
Network (WAN)-based permissioned Blockchain because
of their robustness against timing and DoS attacks, yet
some limitations tend to discourage the use of these proto-
cols in practical distributed Blockchain-based applications.
One major limitation is that protocol Honeybadger [43] is
observed to have higher latency than partial synchronous
protocols, e.g., in [44] because it is based on expensive
threshold cryptographic schemes [45], [46]. To address the
challenges mentioned above, the authors proposed “BEAT”
as a collection of practical asynchronous byzantine proto-
cols.

The authors in [47] observed that although leader or
coordinator-based schemes are effective in bringing consen-
sus in asynchronous Blockchain-based systems, their main
limitation is that they work on the assumption of partial
or eventual synchrony, and the leader will never fail. Its
integrity will be intact, which cannot always be guaranteed,
and a faulty leader can bring down the consensus algo-
rithm’s performance and impose its value on other members
[48], [44], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53]. To deal with this
limitation of leader-based consensus approaches, the authors
proposed a novel scheme termed “Democratic Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (DBFT)”. They presented a solution for the
binary consensus with the assistance of a weak coordinator
that eliminates the need for either signatures or random-
ization. A weak coordinator used here that cannot impose
its value has been used. In their proposed approach, non-
faulty processes can quickly agree on a value without the
coordinator’s help. The role of a weak coordinator here is
only to assist in the successful termination of the consensus
algorithm, if non-faulty processes have been analyzed that
the values proposed by them might all be decided.

A virtual voting-based consensus approach is proposed
in [54] to reduce the overall message communication over-
head in the network compared to the previous consensus
approaches. In this approach, all the nodes that want to
participate in the consensus process execute a virtual voting
procedure locally on a data structure called Hashgraph to
determine the temporal order of various events in the system
for reaching consensus on the sequence of those events.
Initially, different participant nodes may have different ver-
sions of the Hashgraph data structure in the earlier phases;
however, with time and with the help of regular gossiping
of its latest versions, all nodes will eventually have the same
version of Hashgraph. A typical example diagrammatic
representation of Hashgraph is shown in Figure 2. The
two events on different nodes connected by an arrow are
the events that also include message sending and receiving
operations besides other operations.

The authors in [55] thoroughly analyzed the Hashgraph
consensus mechanism and observed that a great amount
of effort is required to take a snapshot for the Hashgraph
to release the memory because of the complexity of the
confirmation protocol. Moreover, at least three rounds of
voting are required to reach a consensus. To overcome
these limitations, the authors in [54] devised a modified
and highly efficient Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) scheme
derived from the Hashgraph consensus approach, termed
as Jointgraph. It incorporates a weak supervisor node in
the architecture of Hashgraph, because of which only one
round of voting is required. Every member node maintains
a copy of the Jointgraph and carries out virtual voting on its
copy, followed by the analysis of what vote the others would
have given to it. Members do not require to transmit their
votes, so zero bandwidth is needed other than for simply
gossiping of events. Supervisor nodes also keep track of
the behaviors and activities of the ordinary nodes, try to
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Figure 2. A general diagrammatic representation of Hashgraph data structure.

identify any malicious behavior pattern, and take a snapshot
of the system that routinely replaces the ordinary nodes
if required. If it is detected by other member nodes that
the supervisory node has been hacked down and is not
functioning properly, then in that case, the consensus mech-
anism can shift to the Hashgraph approach. By repeatedly
simulating the Jointgraph consensus mechanism on different
scenarios, it is observed to be much less effective in latency
in comparison to Hashgraph.

5. Perspective research proposal
It can be observed that although cryptocurrencies were

created by emphasizing the decentralization notion, because
of practical limitations, e.g., the high amount of costs
associated with dedicated computing and storage systems
for mining and their associated maintenance and running
costs, make them only accessible to less than 20% mining
coalitions [56]. As a result, a byzantine quorum-based sys-
tem with a size of 20 can attain better decentralization at a
much lesser price than a Dedicated Proof-of-Work (DPoW)
mining-based system. This has inspired the development
of Scalable Byzantine Fault Tolerant (SBFT) replication
systems that can scale to several replicas and be optimized
for global WAN [57]. The proposed system is evaluated in
a world-scale deployment having 200 replicas, which can
withstand up to f = 64 Byzantine failures, where f denotes
the number of faulty replicas in the system. Researchers put
forward results of various experiments to bolster their claim
that SBFT-based systems can provide approximately 2 times
better throughput and 1.5 times better latency than Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerant (PBFT)-based protocols [58].

One possible solution for increasing the throughput
within a Blockchain channel is that when every client
associated with a particular channel has achieved minimum

credibility and financial stake in the Blockchain system,
there should be the provisioning of the following:

1) allowing clients to submit their proposals for relaxing
the consensus process for next k consecutive transac-
tions, where k ≤ n (n being decided by the policy of the
overall network and concerned Blockchain channel),
and

2) choice regarding which consensus mechanism should
be used for k + 1th transaction.

These proposals can be piggybacked with ith transaction,
and only that client’s proposal will be accepted, whose
transaction will come at the top after the current consensus
execution. Hence, relaxing the consensus at regular intervals
may drastically improve the overall network throughput. If
a malicious client tries to take some undue advantage of
the above-mentioned relaxation, the credibility of all the
clients will be deducted. And suppose their credibility falls
below a certain threshold. In that case, they will have to
achieve that credibility again to be able to request relaxation
in consensus and their choice for consensus in the next
transaction.

Another possible way to decrease the response time and
increase the throughput is that when a particular client has
achieved some minimum credibility and financial stake in
the system, it should be allowed to have its final transaction
endorsement result be stored in a temporary stub (being
protected by Intel’s SGX) at all the peers, after having
being simulated and validated by a sufficient number of
endorsing peers such that all the references to the concerned
transaction be directed to the stub until the block containing
this transaction is created and broadcasted by the orderer
sub-system. To avail the service mentioned above, the client
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TABLE III. A brief summary of some major research endeavours for addressing performance issues in Hyperledger Fabric-based systems [✓/×:
Aspect is/not in the scope of the contribution].

Ref. Scope Empirical
verification Evaluation metrics

Key contribution(s) Target performance issue(s) Placement Salient feature(s)

[11] Architectural optimizations in HF Scalability issues in BFT consensus algorithm Developer end
Independent optimizations concerning
caching, input/output, parallelism, and
data access

✓ Latency, Throughput, Execution time

[29] Empirical study for HF performance
characterization

Verification of endorsement policy, performance
parameter configuration, sequential policy
validation of block transactions, state validation
and commit

HF component-
level Throughput enhancement ✓

Throughput, Latency, CPU utilization,
Endorsement timeout, Lock holding
duration

[30] HF validation phase architecture

Absence of full utilization of computational
resources in sequential operations, performance
degradation in static information access from
state databases

Peer nodes
• Throughput enhancement
• Parallel database read/write
operations

✓ Throughput, Latency

[31] Profile-based approach for layered
bottleneck detection

Performance model and layered bottleneck
measurement from system execution profile Software nodes • Limited runtime overhead in profile

collection ✓ Throughput, Resource utilization

[32] Model for processing temporal queries
on HF

Limited Application Programming Interface
(API) for temporal data access from the file-
system, lack of support of temporal indexes

Fabric-level

• Performance enhancement in
temporal query handling
• Potential generalization to
analytical queries

✓
Join time, Index construction time,
Data ingestion time, State access cost

[33] LMLS approach for HF performance
optimization

Limited transaction throughput for transactions
with concurrency conflicts Transaction flows • Discovery of conflicting transactions

• Ledger storage optimization ✓ Throughput, Transaction efficiency

[34] HF performance characterization Database accesses HF database
systems

• Facilitates performance investigation
without the need of complete HF
environment setup

✓ TPS, Execution time breakdown

[35] Structured broadcast approach for
Blockchain networks

Message complexity and overhead in broadcast,
delayed or inefficient block propagation Protocol-level • Tunable overhead

• Reliable FEC ✓
Broadcast reliability, propagation delay,
network coverage, stale rate

[36] Gossip design in Fabric Broadcast performance and scalability Protocol-level
• Faster block dissemination
• Reduction in invalidated transactions
for concurrent applications

✓
Propagation time, latency,
bandwidth consumption

[37] Block transport system for 5G-enabled
HF Blockchain

Block dissemination delay, scalability, ledger
information inconsistencies Protocol-level • Status tracking of mobile peers

• Faster block propagation ✓
Transaction confirmation latency, Block
dissemination and reception delay,
TPS throughput

[38] BFT Ordering Service for HF platform Lack of BFT ordering service HF component-
level

• Increase in transaction processing
throughput
• Irrevocable transaction writing across
different continents

✓ Throughput, Latency

[39] Practical BFT protocols set BEAT for
fully asynchronous environments

High latency and low throughput in low
computational power scenarios Protocol-level • Modular design

• Extensible ✓ Throughput, Latency

[47] Leaderless Byzantine consensus algorithm
DBFT Deterministic consensus resolution Protocol-level

• Uses weak coordinator with no
proposal imposition
• Time and resilience optimal
• Does not require signatures

× -

[54] Swirlds hashgraph consensus algorithm
for replicated state machines

Increase in network traffic while ordering
transactions Protocol-level

• Bandwidth efficient due to virtual
voting
• Fair and fast

× -

[55] A DAG-based consensus algorithm for
consortium blockchains

Communication overhead, scalability, dynamic
user participation Protocol-level

• Member behaviour monitoring by a
supervisor
• Improved throughput and latency

✓ Throughput, Consensus time

will need to pay pre-determined fees to the system for a
specific transaction.

The diagrammatic representation of the flow of mes-
sages in the proposed approach that may reduce the overall
response time is shown in Figure 3.

6. Conclusion and future research directions
In this paper, we presented and analyzed the key aspects

associated with a typical HF-based Blockchain system.
Moreover, we shed light on major security-related issues
that may degrade the services of these systems, along
with various research proposals presented by researchers in
recent years to combat these issues. Besides, we outlined
some recent proposals for improving the efficiency and
throughput of HF-based systems. In the end, we briefly
presented our proposal comprising conceptual mechanisms
to improve the overall efficacy of these systems.

We have proposed theoretical approaches that can im-
prove the performance of HF and reduce the response
time for a particular transaction if these are implemented
carefully by taking cognizance of the security requirements
of the actual system. Therefore, the developers and adminis-
trators of the system have to identify the suitable parameters
required for determining the credibility requirements of the
clients of these systems through some policy specifica-
tions who want to avail benefits by using our theoretical

approaches. The mentioned aspects need to be evaluated
regarding a practical implementation in a given deployment
scenario.

Another major research problem that remains to be
explored is to increase the fault tolerance of Blockchain
channels in an HF-based network. Suppose some nodes in
a particular HF channel are not working correctly because of
malfunctioning. In that case, there should be provisioning to
offload some transactions to peers of any other Blockchain
channel of the same HF network without compromising
the security and confidentiality of the offloaded transac-
tions and maintaining the current efficiency of the system.
Although the advent of Trusted Execution Environments
(TEE) (e.g., Intel’s SGX) assisted in popularizing offloading
certain computing tasks [59], they have their own security-
related limitations that may be exploited to carry out relay
attacks, and subsequent physical and side-channel attacks
[60]. Despite the proposals put forward by researchers to
counter these attacks, these require incorporating dedicated
trusted embedded devices into the target hosts that may
increase the overall system costs and need prior approval of
the target hosts [60], [61]. Therefore, an important aspect
yet to be worked upon is to seek solutions to address the
security vulnerabilities of TEE without needing to integrate
additional dedicated and costly hardware devices into the
target systems so that the overall system costs should be
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Figure 3. A proposal to record a particular transaction in a temporary stub at orderer nodes (after being simulated and validated by sufficient number
of endorsing peers) until the formal block recording the transaction is created by the orderer nodes.

within the budget of clients and corporations.
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